Resources

To request assistance with any of the following resources, please submit a help request.

- A General list of UT research resources can be found at https://ut.service-now.com/sp?id=ut_bs_service_detail&sys_id=2a187ddc0ff0e24003d2e498b1050e0c
  - Some particular resources of note include:
    - TACC and Visualization Lab
    - UT Libraries research support and business databases
- McCombs has educationally discounted subscriptions with several cloud providers including:
  - Microsoft Azure
  - Amazon Web Services
  - Google Cloud Computer
- In addition, we can assist in hosting research computers at the University Data Center or in UT-VMG, the university’s own virtual computer environment.
- McCombs also offers a Behavioral Lab - https://www.mccombs.utexas.edu/Tech/Labs/Behavioral-Lab
- The McCombs Intranet also maintains a list of research resources